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How to make your postcard

1.    Draw and colour in your favourite place from the book on the front side 
of the postcard template below.

2.    Decide who you would like to send your postcard to – it could be a 
friend, family member or perhaps your teacher!  Then write your postcard 
using the back side of the template.

3.    Describe your favourite place and don’t forget to write about all the fun 
things Aphrodite did there. 

4.    When you have finished, carefully cut out both sides of the template 
and stick them together with glue.

5.    Then all you need is a stamp and the address details. Your postcard is 
ready to send!

What you will need:

✓ postcard template below
✓ extra sheet of paper
✓ colouring pencils or crayons

POSTCARD TEMPLATE: front

GREETINGS FROM

✓ scissors 
✓ glue
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Intercultural Understanding (Foundation to Year 2)

POSTCARD TEMPLATE: back

Educational Context:
From the Australian Curriculum –

“The English curriculum is built around the three 
interrelated strands of Language, Literature 
and Literacy. Teaching and learning programs 
should balance and integrate all three strands. 
Together the three strands focus on developing 
students’ knowledge, understanding and skills in 
listening, reading, viewing, speaking, writing and 
creating… Students create a range of imaginative, 
informative and persuasive texts including pictorial 
representations, short statements, performances, 
recounts and poetry.”

This activity focuses on the three key strands of the 
English portion of the curriculum, in that children are 
reading and understanding the text, developing their 
imaginative and descriptive skills, and also utilising 
their written skills. Children are encouraged to relate 
their own experiences to those in Catch that Cat!

Activity:

Children select a place from Catch that Cat! to illustrate, and then write a postcard to 
someone to send from this location. They are encouraged to imagine what they can 
see, smell, taste or hear, as well as describing the scene and what they are doing.

From the Australian Curriculum – 
“Students understand that their texts can reflect 
their own experiences. They identify and describe 
likes and dislikes about familiar texts, objects, 
characters and events.”

This activity encourages children to think about 
experiences they would like to have in Catch that Cat! 
(or similar experiences they may have already had)  
and describe them to others. By drawing upon things 
they enjoy doing, students use imaginative and 
descriptive skills.

Follow Aphrodite’s Adventures!
 authormelinamallos
 @melina_mallos
 @melinamallos

#catchthatcat
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What you will need:

✓ map of Kythera (see Catch that Cat! )
✓ sheet of paper
✓ colouring pencils or crayons

What you need to do:

You may remember the name Barbarossa in Catch that 
Cat! It’s now time to imagine where the citizens of  
Agios Dimitrios buried their prized possessions when 
their city was raided.

1. How do you think the city of Saint Dimitrios might 
have looked in 1537? What kinds of items do you 
think Barbarossa’s pirates stole from the city?

2. Find Paleohora on the map of Kythera where these 
precious items might be buried. Photocopy the 
pages of Paleohora in Catch that Cat! 

3. Next, write some clues to help Elesa and Aphrodite 
find this hidden treasure. Look at the map and 
make a list of the landmarks you recognise. Use 
the book to help you.

4. Start at Elesa’s house (in Potamos) and choose 
three landmarks they would notice along the 
way. Write a clue that will help the pair get to 
the next landmark and finally the treasure! Why 
not illustrate your clues to help them find each 
landmark?

5. As a bonus activity, draw your own pirate’s flag or 
treasure chest on your photocopy to mark the spot 
where the items are buried.
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Educational Context:

From the Australian Curriculum – 
“Students learn about their own history and that of their family; this may include 
stories from different cultures and other parts of the world. As participants in 
their own history, students build on their knowledge and understanding of how 
the past is different from the present.”

This activity will allow children to explore Greek history, culture and heritage, 
relating it to their own family connections or experiences, as well as developing an 
understanding of the geography and history of other parts of the world. The exciting 
task of creating a treasure map assists in stimulating children’s curiosity about how 
history has shaped Kythera’s context.

From the Australian Curriculum –
“A framework for developing students’ historical knowledge, understanding  
and skills is provided by inquiry questions.” 

Throughout foundation to year 2, students are encouraged to answer such 
questions as:

•	 What	remnants	of	the	past	are	important	to	communities?	Why?

•	 How	can	stories	of	the	past	be	shared?	

•	 How	can	we	show	that	the	present	is	different	from,	or	similar	to,	the	past?

This activity will encourage children to think about Kythera and its history, as well  
as imagining how the island was different during Barbarossa’s time versus the 
present day. By writing clues and following the map (using Catch that Cat! as a 
reference), children can develop language, comprehension, and problem-solving 
skills, as well as gaining knowledge of how historical events can be retold and 
shared in different formats.

History (Foundation to Year 2)

Activity:
Students will discover and learn about the background context of Barbarossa and his 
raid of Paleohora.  They will develop a series of clues leading to items buried by the 
citizens in Agios Dimitrios (now known as Paleohora) for Elesa and Aphrodite to find. 
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What you need to do:

1. For the first part of this activity, think about some 
of the foods people eat on Kythera. Think about 
fruits, vegetables, fish, and even recipes that 
Greek people enjoy cooking. You can use the 
book to help you, or do some research online or 
at your local library. 

2. Make a list of foods on your sheet of paper, then 
draw the food next to the name and colour it in. 
Which of the foods would you most enjoy eating 
if you were visiting Kythera?

3. For the next part of this activity you get to try 
making your own crepes, just like the ones Elesa 
and Aphrodite enjoy in the book! To help you, 
you will need to find an adult to be your assistant 
chef in the kitchen! 

4. Once you’ve made your crepes, why not take a 
photograph and share it on Facebook (http://
www.facebook.com/authormelinamallos) And 
then, enjoy eating them of course!

 

Greek-style Crepes Recipe
This recipe makes 3 large crepes. 

Crepe batter:
½ cup lukewarm water
1 cup milk, room temperature
4 large eggs
4 tablespoons melted unsalted butter (plus more to sauté)
1 cup plain flour 
2 tablespoons sugar
pinch of salt

Greek yogurt filling:
1 cup Greek yogurt
170g (3/4 of a package) of cream cheese, at room temperature
1/3 cup white sugar

Method:
1. Place all of your ingredients for the crepe batter into your 

blender in the order they are listed: 1/2 cup water, 1 cup 
milk, 4 eggs, 4 tablespoons melted butter, 1 cup flour, 2 
tablespoons sugar and a pinch of salt. Blend together for  
1 minute or until smooth and well combined.

2. Melt a small dot of butter in a good non-stick pan over 
medium heat. Add about 3 tablespoons of crepes batter 
and swirl the pan right away to distribute the batter evenly 
and form a thin crepe. Cook until golden on the first side 
(about 1 min) then rotate and cook another 15 seconds on 
the second side. Repeat with the remaining batter.

3. In the bowl of your mixer, cream together 170 g cream 
cheese and 1/3 cup white sugar. Mix in 1 cup Greek 
yogurt and beat on medium/high speed with the whisk 
attachment, or until smooth and creamy. Set aside until 
ready to use. Refrigerate if not using right away.

4. Spread a thin layer of Greek yogurt over the top of your 
crepe and roll the crepe or fold each crepe into quarters 
with the cream on the inside. Drizzle lots of honey on top!

Recipe is courtesy of Natasha’s Kitchen – to view the recipe 
online visit http://natashaskitchen.com/2014/07/28/crepes-
with-greek-yogurt-cream/

What you need: 

✓ a responsible adult to be your assistant chef
✓ the recipe, ingredients, and method below
✓ sheet of paper
✓ colouring pencils or crayons

Did you know that 
Greek crepes are 
slightly heavier 
than French ones?
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Educational Context:

From the Australian Curriculum –
“In the Australian Curriculum, students develop intercultural understanding  
as they learn to value their own cultures, languages and beliefs, and those  
of others… It assists young people to become responsible local and global  
citizens, equipped through their education for living and working together in  
an interconnected world.”

This activity focuses on Greek culture and tradition, and is designed to encourage 
children to consider the different kinds of diets people eat across the world. It 
develops their geographical knowledge, as well as broadening their awareness  
of food groups and Greek recipes, through use of the book and autonomous 
research. The fun element of this activity involves making crepes, like the characters 
in the book enjoy, thus reinforcing that trying foods from new places and cultures 
can be enjoyable.

Intercultural Understanding (Foundation to Year 2)

Activity:

Students will be encouraged to think about the types of food people eat in Greece. 
They can use the book for assistance, or do some research online or at their local 
library. Then they can try making their own crepes, just like the ones Elesa and 
Aphrodite enjoy in the book.
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What you need to do:

1. Think about the beach at Halkos on Kythera. Look 
through Catch that Cat! and write down what you see 
at this beach.

2. From your list, choose which elements you’d like to 
include in your beach. What other things have you 
noticed at beaches you have visited? Maybe you 
have seen fish, or boats or sandcastles? Add these 
to your list to help you create a great beach scene.

 3. Choose 4 elements to draw and colour them in. Ask 
an adult to help you cut them out and stick them 
onto your beach box! If you have some sand or a few 
seashells, why not add these to your beach too?

 4. Finally, give your beach a name. You could use some 
of the characters or places from the book to help 
you, or decide on a fun, made-up name of your own. 
Once you have decided on the name of your beach, 
write it on your map of Kythera!

What you will need:

✓ small box (such as a shoe box)
✓ colouring pencils or crayons
✓ scissors
✓ glue stick
✓ anything else you might like to add, 
 such as sand or shells

So now we’ve read about Kythera and the 
beautiful beach of Halkos, it’s time to make 
your own beach!
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Educational Context:

From the Australian Curriculum –
“In Foundation to Year 2, students explore visual arts. They learn about how 
to make visual representations of their ideas, experiences, observations and 
imagination. They share their artworks with peers and experience visual arts  
as audiences.”

This activity will encourage children to think about the places they have learned 
about in the book, as well as allowing them to think imaginatively and transfer their 
own ideas into a physical creation. Children can also be prompted to share the 
activity with friends, sharing and enjoying each other’s designs.

From the Australian Curriculum –
“They enhance their perception skills by learning to notice visual detail as  
they examine and represent familiar and new objects and events in their lives. 
They explore how and why artworks are created and become familiar with using 
and applying visual conventions, such as line, shape, colour and texture. They 
develop and apply safe and sustainable practices when experimenting with 
different materials, techniques and technologies.”

This activity will help develop children’s practical art skills through constructing  
and assembling their beach scene. Also, they will be learning to appreciate colours 
and textures through the choice of materials they use.

Visual Arts (Foundation to Year 2)

Activity:
Inspired by the Kytherian landscape in Catch that Cat!, students will create their own 
beach scene diorama using simple, inexpensive materials. 
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What you will need:

✓ plastic headband 
✓ some pipe cleaners

So now we’ve read all about Aphrodite’s adventures, 
let’s join in and make our own cat ears!

What you need to do:

1. Take your headband and a pipe cleaner. Start by 
winding the end of the pipe cleaner around the left 
side of the headband so it is secure. 

2. Next, bend the pipe cleaner over to make the  
shape of a cat ear and then wind the other end of 
the pipe cleaner around the headband to secure it.

3. Repeat these steps to create your cat ear on the 
right side of the headband.

4. Put your headband on and start exploring, just  
like Aphrodite!

5. Take a photograph of you and your friends using 
your cat ears and upload it to our Facebook page  
at authormelinamallos.
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Educational Context:

From the Australian Curriculum –
“In Foundation to Year 2, students explore visual arts. They learn about how 
to make visual representations of their ideas, experiences, observations and 
imagination. They share their artworks with peers and experience visual arts as 
audiences.”

This activity will encourage children to think about the character of Aphrodite 
and facts they have learned about in the book, as well as allowing them to think 
imaginatively and transfer their own ideas into a physical creation. Children can 
also be prompted to share the activity with friends, sharing and enjoying each 
other’s designs. This activity will help develop children’s practical art skills through 
constructing and assembling their cat ears. 

Visual Arts (Foundation to Year 2 Level Students)

Activity:
Thinking about Aphrodite from Catch that Cat!, children create their own cat ears 
using simple, inexpensive materials. 
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So now we’ve read all about Aphrodite’s adventures, 
let’s join in and make our own  cat character and mask!

What you need to do:

1. Firstly, start by thinking of a name for your cat 
character! Then colour in the cat mask template 
below and the carefully cut it out using the scissors. 

2. Next, attach the cat mask to the ruler securely using 
the sticky tape.

3. Now you can use your cat mask and start exploring, 
just like Aphrodite! Take a photograph of you and 
your friends using your cat masks and upload it to 
our Facebook page at authormelinamallos.

CAT MASK TEMPLATE

What you will need:

✓ cat mask template below
✓ scissors
✓ colouring pencils

✓ ruler
✓ sticky tape
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Educational Context:

From the Australian Curriculum –
“They enhance their perception skills by learning to notice visual detail as they 
examine and represent familiar and new objects and events in their lives. They 
explore how and why artworks are created and become familiar with using and 
applying visual conventions, such as line, shape, colour and texture. They develop 
and apply safe and sustainable practices when experimenting with different 
materials, techniques and technologies.”

This activity will help develop children’s practical art skills through constructing and 
assembling their cat mask.

From the Australian Curriculum – 
“Students are engaged through purposeful play in structured activities, fostering 
a strong sense of wellbeing and developing students’ connection with and 
contribution to the world.”

This activity will allow children to create and become their own cat character, enabling 
them to express their creative thoughts and ideas through play and exploration.

Visual Arts (Foundation to Year 2 Level Students)

Activity:
Thinking about Aphrodite from Catch that Cat!, children create their own cat character 
and cat mask using simple, inexpensive materials. 


